ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
An automatic face images are identified or verified by comparing features of test image and database images using classifiers. The face recognition model has three modules viz., (i)Enrolment Module (ii)Test Module and (iii)Matching Module. The enrolment module has two sections such as pre-processing section and feature extraction section. In pre-processing section, the colour images are converted into grey scale images, images are resized and qualities of images are enhanced using appropriate filters or histogram equalization techniques. In feature extraction section, there are three main methods used to extract features are spatial domain, transform domain and hybrid domain techniques. In spatial domain techniques, the image pixels are directly considered and manipulated without converting into other domains. The test module has pre-processing and feature extraction sections, which are similar to enrolment module. In matching section, the features of database images are compared with test image features using the distance formulae or classifiers. The distance formulae used are Euclidean distance (ED), Hamming Distance, Chi-square distance etc., The classifiers used are Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Self Organized mapping, Random Forest etc., Contribution: In this paper, face recognition based on horizontal, vertical and diagonal local pattern is proposed. The local binary pattern is applied HVDLP of LL band. The final features are from guided filters applied on HVDLP and LBP matrices to obtain better recognition rate.
Organization: This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the overview of literature survey, Section 3 focuses on proposed model, Section 4 describes proposed algorithm, and Section 5 displays the Performance analysis and results using HVDLP, Finally Section 6 presents the conclusion and outlines of future work.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section, the existing various approches of biometrics are discussed. Shengcai Liao et al., [1] proposed Learning Multi-Scale Block Local Binary Patterns for Face Recognition. In this model Multiscale Block Local Binary Pattern (MB-LBP) is performed on average values of block sub region instead of individual pixel and uniform patterns are defined via statistical analysis. To construct face classifiers and to select MB-LBP features Ada boost learning method is used. Experiments are conducted on Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) ver2.0. Abdallah et al., [2] proposed Avatar Face Recognition using Wavelet Transform and Hierarchical Multi-scale LBP (HMLBP). The technique consists of three stages: i) preprocessing ii) Feature extraction iii) Recognition. i) The wavelet decomposition enhances the common features in the same class of image. ii) HMLBP extracts the representative features without training from each avatar face image. iii) Chi-Square distance makes the decision and indicates the correct class to which the input image belongs to. Timo Ojala and Matti Pietika Èinen [3] proposed Multiresolution GrayScale and Rotation Invariant Texture Classification with Local Binary Patterns. This method recognizes local binary patterns and these are the basic properties of local image texture. The occurrence histogram is very powerful texture features, these are derived by using Multiresolution operators which are genelarized from gray-scale and rotation invariant, they utilize the method which combines multiple operators that detects the patterns for the quantization of the angular space, using invariant operator and for any spatial resolution invariant operators. Yu Feng et al., [4] presented kernel embedding Multi Orientation Local Pattern [MOLP] on local binary pattern and image gradient orientations, next the histogram feature takes the sign component and magnitude component on each orientation. The refined features are fused in the kernel embedding discriminates subspace learning model. The experiments are applied on different traits such as face, palm, object categorization etc., and shows that MLOP achieved better results. Navaneeth Bodla et al., [5] proposed non-linear high-dimensional projection of the deep features and generates the template feature information by using feature fusion heterogeneous technique on different face features. The experimental results show better and effective. Abdul Matin et al., [6] deals with the multimodal i.e., iris and face by applying Daugman and PCA for extraction of features and combining the normalized scores by weighted score level fusion technique based on decision of accept or reject on the fused score of iris and face. The recognition technique of fusion is accurate and efficient. Aditya Gupta et al., [7] proposed a feature level fusion of face, palm vein and palmprint modalities using DCT for feature extraction to calculate the standard deviation and stored as feature vector. Results showed better result in multimodal rather in unimodal. Zhao et al., [8] presented a survey on machine recognition of human faces having still images and video images, Methodologies deployed in all the categories, characteristics and their pros and cons.
In addition provided summaries of current developments and challenging issues.Ying et al., [9] introduced to handle different pose variations in 2D face images and develop a regression model that does face alignment, pose correction and face representation by the Orthogonal Procrustes Problem (OPP). By adopting a progressive strategy and in each regression the orthogonal matrix computes the linear transformation between near-by viewpoints. The pose variations are dealt only in horizontal direction. The experimental results were better by using misaligned test images with pose variations regardless of the training images are frontal or non-frontal. Xiujuan Chai et al., [10] proposed Locally Linear Regression (LLR) method generates frontal view from the nonfrontal face image with the assumption that there exists an approximate linear mapping between a non frontal face image and frontal. The proposed algorithm initially performs the dense sampling in the non frontal face image to obtain overlapped patches. The Linear regression is applied on each patch for the prediction of its virtual frontal patch. Then through the combination of all the patches, virtual frontal view is generated. Ralph Gross et al., proposed in appearance based object recognition features are the pixel intensity values and it is corresponding directly to the light emitted from the object called plenoptic function or light field, applicable to all the images. All of the images which ever they come from estimate the light field of the object. This field is used in appearance based face recognition. Smriti Tikoo and Nitin Malik [12] presented facial detection using viola Jones algorithm. It consists of i) Haar feature selection ii) Creating an integral image iii) Adaboost training iv) Cascading amplifiers and recognition of face has been done by using Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). Anagha S Dhavalikar and Kulkarni [13] proposed Automatic Facial Expression Recognition system comprises of three stages i) Face detection involves skin color detection using YCbCr color model, lighting compensation and morphological operations ii) Feature extraction extracts n facial features of eyes, nose and mouth using Active Appearance Model iii) Facial recognition using Euclidean Distance. The recognition rate was better. Kavitha and Manjeet Kaur [14] analyzed different algorithms and methods. Samah YAHIA et al., [15] proposed 3D Local Binary Pattern 3D Grey Level Cooccurrence Matrix and combination of both. Initially training phase is required to pass the test phase and Multiclass Support Vector Machine for classification. The performance result was better.
PROPOSED MODEL
The Face recognition model is proposed based on DWT, HVDP, and LBP is as shown in the figure 1. The novel concept of diagonal, vertical and horizontal pattern co-efficients of 9×9 cell is introduced to extract features.
Face Databases
The various databases such as ORL, JAFFE, Indian Female, Indian Male and L-Speck are used to test the model for performance analysis.
Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) [16]:
The database has forty persons with ten images per person i.e., it has four hundred images in total. The face images are captured with different lighting conditions, facial expressions, timings and angles with each image of size 92×112. The face image samples of a person is as shown in the figure 2.
Indian Female [17]:
The database has eleven persons with twenty-two images per person i.e., it has two hundred forty images in total. The images are captured based on facial orientations with different emotional expressions with each image of size 640×480. The face image samples of a person is as shown in the figure 3. The DWT is applied on face image to obtain four sub bands as and the corresponding image sub bands as shown in figure 6 . The LL sub band shows significant information of an original face image. The detailed sub bands of DWT give vertical, horizontal and diagonal edge information's of original image. Each sub band dimensions are 54×45. 
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Each 9×9 cell has 36 co-efficient and the co-efficient of first cell are given in expression 5.
………………… (5) The 4×9 matrix of first cell is converted into column vector, which represent HVDLP features of cell1 as shown in expression 6 The total number of co-efficient usage for full matrix is only 44.4% with HVDLP, hence this technique require less memory and also increases computation speed. The illustration of converting centre pixel into LBP equivalent value is shown in figure 8.
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Guided Filtering: [20]
It is derived from Local linear model. The information transfer from one image to another image takes place in significant way. 2. The DWT is applied on resized image to obtain LL band coefficients and dimension of LL band is 54×45
ALGORITHM
3.The HVDP concept is used on LL band and dimension is 36×30
4.The LBP is applied on HVDP matrix 5.The guided filter is used on HVDP and LBP to get better features.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the definitions of performance parameters, the performance evaluation and comparison of proposed method with existing methods are discussed.
Definitions of Performance Parameters:
The evaluation of performance parameters such as FRR, FAR, TSR and EER is given.
False Rejection Ration (FRR):
The ratio of number of genuine persons rejected to the total number of PID as given in equation 3. 
False Acceptance Ratio (FAR):
The ratio of number of imposter persons accepted as genuine to the total number of persons outside the database as given in equation 4. 
Total Success Rate (TSR):
The ratio of number of genuine persons recognized correctly to the total number of persons inside the database as given in equation 5. 
Equal Error Rate (EER):
The optimum error between the FAR and FRR. The value of EER is intersection of FRR and FAR. The lower EER values gives the better efficiency of an algorithm. 
Performance Evaluation using Various
ORL Face Database:
The variations of performance parameters such as percentage Optimum TSR (Opt. TSR), Maximum TSR (Max TSR) and EER for different combinations of PID and POD are tabulated in Table 2 
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The proposed method is better compared to existing methods for the following reasons 1. The high frequency components of original face images are eliminated by considering only LL band 2. The New concept of HVDLP is applied on LL band matrix to consider only most significant co-efficients, which leads to less number of features. 3. The LBP is used on HVDLP matrix to obtain texture features. 4. The guided filter is used with HVDLP and LBP matrix to extract final effective features.
CONCLUSION
The face images are used to identify a person efficiently. In this paper Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Local Binary Pattern based on Face Recognition is proposed. The images of different dimensions are resized to 108×90. The DWT is applied on resized image and considered only LL band of size 54×45. The new concept of HVDLP is applied on LL band to obtain feature matrix size of 36×30. The LBP is used in HVDLP matrix. The guided filter is used with HVDLP and LBP to extract final features. The ED is used to compare final features of database and test images to compute performance parameters. It is observed that the performance of the proposed methods is better compared to existing methods. In future, the classifiers, such as Neural Network and Support Vector Machines can be used for better classification of features. 
